Tips on Using the T@B trailer

Congratulations on your travel trailer rental. Be sure to review the owners manual and become acquainted with the features and optional equipment of this travel trailer. Below are a few tips that will make your travels more pleasurable.

Thank you for your business!

---

Parking Brake Engaged

**Trailer Jack Operation**
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(Fig. 1) Quick release lever; Top-wind jack  (Fig. 2) Notch; Dolly Wheel support arm  (Fig. 3) Jack/Wheel in up position

The T@B trailer is equipped with an Al-Ko surge brake coupler with quick release jack (fig 1). To store the jack for travel, crank the top-wind jack to the full up position. The bottom shaft of the jack is notched to receive the dolly wheel support arm. To prevent the jack from spinning during travel, make sure the dolly wheel support arm is in the notch when the jack is in the up position (fig 2). Once the jack is cranked to the up position and the dolly wheel support is in the notch, loosen the quick release handle (fig 1), pull up on the jack until the wheel touches the plastic coupler trim (fig 3). Secure the jack by tightening the quick release handle. **Release parking brake before traveling.** The jack can be removed and stored in your trailer for extended trips.

---

**Coupler Lock for Trailer Hitch**

T@B trailers include a coupler lock to prevent theft. To Use, simply insert the key and lock into the opening on the side of the coupler. Turn key and remove. The coupler is now locked. The lock can be used whether the T@B is attached to your hitch.

---

**Changing the Tires**

The T@B trailer is equipped with a spare tire. The tire is located underneath the rear of the trailer. A trailer jack is not supplied with the T@B. Use of the stabilizer jacks in conjunction with the jack from your towing vehicle should suffice. The lug nut size is 11/16" for the 16" rims with 205/55R/16 tires. A lug wrench is supplied in the storage area under the bench seat. Also, please check the tire air pressure is maintained at 44 PSI.
Door Handle Operation

The T@B trailer is equipped with a European designed entry door. To open, simply apply pressure with your thumb over the lock and pull the handle slightly to the right. To avoid damage to your door handle, do not pull the handle straight out or to the left.

Using Sink and Drain

The trailer comes supplied with 5 gallons of fresh potable water that can be refilled. The electric faucet pulls water from the tank and drains below (fig 4). There is no graywater holding tank. An extension hose is provided to route the drainwater away from camp. Please securely close the draincap (fig 5) when transporting the trailer.

CO₂ Detector Caution

The trailer comes equipped CO₂ detection alarm (fig 6). Operate the ceiling fan and/or keep windows open during the night to prevent the detector from activating in response to nighttime breathing. Please increase ventilation if the alert sounds.

Roller Screens and Shades

Your T@B trailer is equipped with a combination roller screen and shade system. For screen use, pull down on the screen handle until the bottom of the screen clicks into the notch on the end of the side channels. The screen must be in the down position to use the shade. Pull down on the shade until it clicks into the end of the side channels.

To open the screen and shade, pull down on the screen and shade to release the bottom (tilt handle) from the side channel. Then, holding on to the handle, guide the screen and shade as they retract until open.

2 Position Window Latches

The window can close into a center slot or pulled tight and latched further back. Close all windows and the air vent tightly when transporting the trailer. Close mid-way while parked to allow ventilation of the trailer while maintaining security.